
Topics in Psychological Astrology – Spring and Summer 2017 

Judith Robert, Ph.D. and Carol Lloyd will present stand-alone classes on special topics in 

Psychological Astrology.  Each meeting will be a presentation on a new topic with chart 

examples.  Participants will have an opportunity to apply the principle taught to their chart. A 

basic understanding of astrology chart required (meaning of planets, houses, signs). Classes will 

be held on the 4th Wednesday of the month at Sacred Waters from 7-9 pm.  $15 per class. 

March 22 – Venus Retrograde with Judith Robert 

This class will discuss the meaning of Venus Retrogrades and how the March and April 2017 

Retrograde of Venus affects your chart. Included will be an explanation of the 8 year Venus 

Cycle and how the Venus return to this place in your chart brings a repetition of life issues. 

 

 April 26 – President Donald Trump’s Chart with Judith Robert 

The class will discuss President Trump’s chart and how it interacts with the USA chart, 

emphasizing certain issues for the next four years.  The discussion will include a brief look at 

hotspots around the world for the USA based upon Trump’s relocation chart.  

 

May 24– Find the Talent in a Chart with Carol Lloyd 

Looking for career direction and the right job for you, friends or family?  Learn how to read 

planetary strengths and weaknesses in a chart to discover talents.  

  

June 28 – Planning Your Dream Vacation or Retirement Location with Carol Lloyd 

Do you have thoughts of traveling to a faraway place for a once-in-a-lifetime dream 

vacation?  Is there a location away from home that has retirement appeal?  Learn how to 

construct and read a relocation chart.  For class discussion, choose the place where you are 

yearning to travel and find out how changing your latitude may change your attitude.   

 

July 26 – Mercury Retrograde with Judith Robert 

Mercury Retrograde can disrupt all forms of communication from computer and cell phones to 

travel. This class will explain Mercury Retrograde, the retrograde period in August, and how to 

know when a particular Mercury Retrograde will be more problematic in your life. 

 

August 23 – The August Solar and Lunar Eclipse with Judith Robert 

This class will discuss the August Solar and Lunar eclipses. The August 21st Solar Eclipse has 

been called the Great USA Eclipse because its shadow falls across the United States. The class 

will discuss the meaning of this eclipse as a nation and the significance in our personal charts. 

 



Please RSVP for each class by email to respective teacher:  Judith at Judith1739@comcast.net   

or Carol at CarolFLloyd@yahoo.com. Student charts are usually used as example during the 

class, so if you would like to share your chart during the class please send your birth data (date, 

time and place of birth) to the respective teacher at least three days before class. 

Biographies: 

Judith Robert received her diploma from Liz Greene’s Centre for Psychological Astrology in London, in 

2011, her Ph.D. in Counseling Psychology from Northwestern University in Evanston in 1984 and her 

diploma from the Jung Institute in Chicago in 1995.  She has a consulting practice in Psychological 

Astrology in South Bend, IN.  

 

Carol Lloyd has been an astrologist since 1988 and has taught classes since 1992.  Carol has studied 

various astrological systems, including Medieval, Western, Vedic, Babylonian, Cosmobiology, and 

Chinese Four Pillars. Horary astrology is one of her specialties as she enjoys using astrology to get 

answers to life's many questions. 
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